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tech SME. NetIDE will constitute a relevant enabling 
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providers, providing the possibility of much shorter 
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Abstract:
The NetIDE developer toolkit specification delivers the architectural view of the Integrated
Development Environment (IDE) to be developed. NetIDE will be integrated in the Eclipse
Plug-In Framework providing tooling for the whole workflow of developing, simulating, testing,
and deploying network applications. This deliverable shows, how this is done on an architectural
level.
In order to ensure platform interoperability among various controllers, we develop a language
called the NetIDE Intermediate Representation Format (IRF) behavior model which is supposed
to represent the commonalities of network controller platforms. The architectural concepts of
that language as well as a proposed concrete syntax are shown here as well. Also, we present
the IRF knowledge model which serves as a knowledge base representing the network on which
a network application works.
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1 Introduction

This document contains the architectural specifications of the NetIDE developer toolkit, an Inte-
grated Development Environment (IDE) for Software-defined Networking (SDN). NetIDE is going
to be a set of tools integrated in a single development environment used by developers as well as
network operators and testers. All of these participants in the network application development
process are supposed to do their tasks using NetIDE only, without the need to, e.g., configure
controllers and simulation environments separately. To reach that goal, NetIDE has to provide a
front-end for controller and network simulator configuration as well as editors to develop network
applications. Also, the debugging and analysis tools developed in WP4 need a front-end and an
integration into the IDE. In this document, we propose a method and a software architecture that
manages to interconnect and integrate the required tools.

The second purpose of NetIDE is to provide interoperability of network applications written
for different platforms. As network applications usually intend to abstract from the underlying
network, there is a potential to write reusable applications which can be composed to fit the needs
of a network operator. However, since there are many different platforms which are not intended
to work together, operators are confined to applications working for the platform of their choice.
NetIDE tackles that problem specifying a platform-independent language, the NetIDE IRF into
which platform-specific network applications can be transformed. On the platform-independent
level, operators can compose the network applications of their choice and generate platform-specific
code reflecting that composition. That way, we intend to make network applications more reusable.

After briefly explaining the fundamentals on integration and language engineering in chapter 2,
we show the NetIDE method, explaining the involved roles, artifacts and workflow steps in chap-
ter 4. After that, we elaborate on our plan to integrate the necessary tools to an integrated
development environment in chapter 5. The NetIDE transformer framework and IRF is explained
in chapter 6. Finally, we draw conclusions and give an overview of ongoing and future work in
chapter 7.

Please note: This Document reflects the view of the world before the M6 review. After the review,
there have been significant changes to the overall architecture of the IRF and the transformer
framework. These are not reflected here yet, but will be presented in the Deliverables for the M12
review.
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2 Fundamentals

In this chapter, we describe the fundamentals for this document. Since we have decided to develop
an integrated development environment (IDE) based on Eclipse, this chapter includes a description
of the Eclipse Plug-In Framework. In order to specify and create the IRF, we describe several tools
for language engineering and transformations, namely the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF),
XText, and XTend. This will provide the basics for the integration of the NetIDE tools into an
IDE and the development of the IRF.

2.1 Eclipse Plug-In Framework

Eclipse [1] started out as a Java IDE but evolved into an extensible plug-in framework since then.
As of now, Eclipse extensions and Eclipse-based rich clients support a multitude of different pro-
gramming languages and development workflows.

In order to provide said extensibility, Eclipse Equinox offers a mechanism to specify and register
plug-ins according to the OSGi specification [2]. Using that, developers can contribute various new
features to the IDE, ranging from toolbar buttons to graphical editors.

In the following, we describe basic extension points relevant for NetIDE. There is an illustration
of implementations for these extension points in Figure 2.1

View

Editor

View

View

View

Main Toolbar
Window Menu

Figure 2.1: Building blocks of Eclipse

Views and Editors usually take up most of the space in the Eclipse UI. While views can be filled
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with arbitrary graphical content (e.g. program outlines, error logs), editors are used for textual or
graphical editing and can be extended by syntax highlighting, code completion, etc.

Run Configurations provide a User Interface (UI) to configure an execution. For instance,
they are used for setting parameters for a program execution or a C code compiler.

File Wizards are invoked whenever a new file, folder, or project is created. A file wizard enables
users to set a file path along with other options like references to other files or the generation of
templates.

Toolbar Buttons, Menu Bar Items, and Context Menu Items extend the toolbar and
menu bar by new items. New items on context menus can be configured to only appear for certain
file types or editor content.

Perspectives are a configuration of views and editors. When users open a perspective, Eclipse
opens the respective views and editors and puts them in a preconfigured layout.

2.2 Eclipse Modeling Framework

The NetIDE IRF is a domain-specific language. Using the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [3],
we can define its abstract syntax and semantics using meta-models adhering to the Meta-Object
Facility (MOF) specification [4]. Using EMF, types and relations of model elements, as well as
model constraints are specified. From that, EMF generates code to create, read and modify model
instances, as well as editors and a testing framework.

Figure 2.2: A simple example of an EMF meta-model

Figure 2.2 shows an EMF meta-model for simple state machines in a graphical syntax similar to
UML class models. The meta-model features the meta-classes StateMachine, State, and Transition.
The latter two both inherit from the abstract meta-class NamedElement. The relations between
the classes express that state machines consist of at least one state and arbitrary many transitions.
Also, states can be connected by transitions. The constraint on the bottom of the figure ensures
that a valid state machine model needs to have exactly one state which has the attribute isStart
set to true.
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2.3 XText

Having a meta-model specified with EMF gives us an abstract syntax for a language. In order to
make it more accessible and fitting for the domain, we also need a concrete syntax. XText is a
powerful tool to develop textual concrete syntaxes.

Using XText, developers have the choice to specify a language ”from scratch” writing a grammar
or to input a meta-model and generate a grammar from that. In the first case, a meta-model is
inferred from the grammar, in the second, the generated grammar is quite rudimentary and can be
customized if necessary.

Taking a grammar as input, XText generates an editor with syntax highlighting and code com-
pletion support as well as model code for the inferred or input meta-model.

2.4 XTend

XTend is a programming language for the Java virtual machine. It has its roots in the Java
programming language but provides lots of extra features like type inference, operator overloading,
lambda expressions, and many more. Used in Eclipse, XTend code is first translated to Java and
then compiled into Java byte code.

The key feature that makes XTend useful for NetIDE is its support for code generation. Used
together with XText, XTend provides powerful tools to traverse a model and generate code from
relevant model elements.

In Eclipse, it is possible to generate code from a model expressed in a Domain-specific Language
(DSL) on the fly, meaning that code generation is triggered as soon as a valid model instance,
respectively DSL code to generate from, is created.
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3 State of the art

In this chapter, we explore the state of the art concerning developer support for software-defined
networks. We give an overview of controllers which already have Eclipse support. Also, we look
at the front-ends of simulation tools, debuggers and profilers, as well as analysis tools. This helps
us create a front-end for debugging and analysis tools developed in WP4 and integrate them all in
one IDE.

3.1 Integrated Development Environments

The Java-based SDN controller frameworks OpenDaylight [5], Floodlight [6], and Beacon [7] already
support the development of Network Apps using Eclipse.

For Beacon and Floodlight, Eclipse supports debugging Network App code and helps application
developers code with its feature-rich Java editor. Eclipse also supports the creation of Network
Applications as OSGi-bundles offering a graphical user interface for bundle configuration and de-
ployment. Network Apps can be launched inside the Eclipse environment without having to execute
them externally.

Eclipse also supports OpenDaylight developers in writing code and building them using the build
tool Maven [8]. However, contrary to Beacon and Floodlight, deploying and executing OpenDay-
light Apps from Eclipse directly is not supported. Also, the documentation for setting up Eclipse
to support OpenDaylight is hard to find and not very extensive.

As of now, there is no explicit Eclipse support for controller frameworks written outside the Java
realm. However, there are certain Eclipse plug-ins enabling e.g. Python and C/C++ support for
coding and debugging. Yet, debugging in Eclipse only allows inspecting the state of the controller
itself. It would be helpful to inspect the state of the network inside of the IDE as well.

3.2 Simulation Tools

In this section, we take a look at the network simulators Mininet [9] and EstiNet. We focus on
the user front-ends of these tools in order to assess where NetIDE can fill in gaps concerning user
interfaces and whether it makes sense to integrate given tools.

3.2.1 Mininet

In the open source world, Mininet is the most popular network simulator available. Mininet emu-
lates multiple network nodes and links on one single machine without using hardware virtualization.
The technical details have been described in the SotA chapter in D2.1. Here, we focus on its user
interface.

Mininet is a command line tool which, when invoked, opens a command prompt in which
commands can be executed from different hosts in the virtual network using the simple syn-
tax ”<hostname> <command>”. For example, for host h1 to ping host h2, users have to enter
”h1 ping h2”.

In order to define network topologies, users write a python class which can be passed to mininet
during invocation. Doing that graphically is not supported. Also, viewing the network state is
rather difficult for users since only a representation of it is available.
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Using Hyperglance [10], the network status can be inspected graphically using a 3D model of
the topology and colored links to indicate flows. Unfortunately, Hyperglance is not an open source
project and free of charge only for simulating 50 nodes.

3.2.2 EstiNet

EstiNet [11] is a network simulator and emulator developed by Estinet Technologies Inc. Other
than Mininet, is a closed-source commercial product. It features a rich GUI to graphically establish
simulation environments and run simulations on them. After a simulation is finished, users can
inspect flows, flow mods and packages using a comprehensive animation showing packages moving
between hosts and switches.

Although - due to its closed-source nature - Estinet cannot be integrated into NetIDE, it can
serve as a reference of features needed for network inspection and simulation.

3.3 Debugging and Monitoring

As mentioned before, Eclipse allows debugging controller code written in Java, Python, and
C/C++. In this chapter, we focus on obtaining network state information and messages sent
from controllers to network devices. In the following, we look at Wireshark for packet inspection
and dbctl for issuing single flow mods.

3.3.1 Wireshark

Wireshark [12] is a renowned tool to capture network traffic from network devices. Once started, it
lists packets coming in and going out of a specific port. These packets can be filtered for protocols
like such as OpenFlow, source and destination address, ports, etc. That way, it delivers the data
needed for a detailed inspection of OpenFlow events and flow mods.

Figure 3.1: Wireshark monitoring OF1.0 packets

Wireshark lists monitored packets in a table view and provides detailed information on packets
selected in the table. Figure 3.1 shows a screenshot of Wireshark monitoring OpenFlow packets.
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The middle portion of the GUI shows that packet No. 6595 is a packet in event because a packet
could not be matched in the flow table.

Wireshark shows great potential for integration in an IDE for debugging purposes. By using and
displaying the information given by this tool in a visualization of a running network, we can build
a powerful, yet intuitively usable Network App debugging toolkit.

3.3.2 dpctl

Like Wireshark, dpctl [13] can monitor packets going in and out of network devices. It can also
be used to manipulate and inspect flow table entries on OpenFlow switches as well as benchmark
switches in terms of packet throughput. The ability to manipulate flow table entries makes this
tool a great choice for debugging with respect to the network state since flow mods only used for
debugging or testing purposes do not have to be written in the controller code itself. This makes
a ”spontaneous” manipulation of flow tables in debugging mode easy.

A similar functionality can be found in the OpenDaylight web UI. It displays a network graph with
discovered hosts and lets users install flow mods manually by selecting network devices and entering
the necessary data. The network graph visualization of OpenDaylight is shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: OpenDaylight Web Front-End

In NetIDE, debugging Network App code and the current state of the network should be combined
such that, once a break point is reached, programmers can inspect a snapshot of the network, its
devices and flow tables at that point in time. For that purpose, dpctl and Wireshark as well as the
visualization of network graphs by OpenDaylight can be combined to a powerful debugging tool.

3.4 Analysis Tools

In this section, we explore two tools helping developers analyze their software without the need
to deploy or run them. While the first one, NICE is located in the SDN domain, the second one,
Palladio, is found in the software engineering domain but some concepts of it might still have the
potential to assist SDN developers in an IDE.
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3.4.1 NICE

By default, NICE systematically explores the space of possible system behaviors, and checks them
against desired correctness properties specified by users. When applied, NICE outputs property
violations along with the traces to deterministically reproduce them. Aside from the properties,
users can also configure search strategies

NICE is built around two major components, the symbolic engine and the model checker: Sym-
bolic Execution and Model Checking.

The symbolic engine is called by the model checker when the network model requires the gener-
ation of new packets to inject. The symbolic engine uses several advanced techniques to trace the
execution of the Python interpreter. For this reason it is heavily dependent upon the Python in-
terpreter version in use and the code being executed. Currently most of the more common Python
opcodes are implemented, but new code could require implementation to support new constructs.
Also the symbolic engine requires a C library (the STP solver). A pre-compiled object is provided
in the distribution package for Linux in both 64bit and 32bit flavours.

The model checker is written in standard Python code. It is based on the concept of a model
that describes the network topology in terms of clients, switches, controller and links between them.
Currently the topology is encoded in Python, but support for the Mininet format is in the working.
NICE provides a library of correctness properties. NICE consists of three parts: a model checker,
a symbolic-execution engine, and a collection of models including of a simplied switch and several
end hosts.

3.4.2 Palladio

Palladio [14] is an Eclipse-based toolkit for performance prediction of software architectures. Users
of Palladio can specify a composite structure of the software, i.e. design components, their inter-
faces, and interconnections. Also, users can specify a component’s behaviour, the hardware node it
runs on, and a usage model in which the load on the whole software system over time is simulated.

Using this data, Palladio runs a simulation of the software system measuring how it reacts
to load given by the usage model. Afterwards, Palladio presents the measured data in various
representations, for example as a histogram of the probabilities for certain response times or the
amount of time a CPU has a certain state.

This way, software engineers have the ability to assess how different design alternatives of a
software system influence its overall performance before implementing the system itself.

So far, Palladio does not consider software-defined networking and handles network connections
between hardware nodes in a rather abstract way. However, especially for designing software in
cloud computing environments, network devices and controller behaviour have a bigger impact on
a system’s performance which can be handled in more detail than it is currently done.
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4 NetIDE Method

Developers and operators of network applications using NetIDE work with specific workflows and
artifacts. A combination of workflows and artifacts with respect to different roles is called a method.
This chapter shows what steps and artifacts are involved in the NetIDE method and how they are
linked together.

4.1 Overview

In Figure 4.1, we sketch the NetIDE method for application developers, module developers, system
testers and network operators. Using the IDE, these participants are supposed to have the following
workflow:

In the beginning, operators and testers specify a topology on which a network application shall
run. This topology is represented by the IRF data model. At the same time, application developers
develop the application itself (behavior specification). Afterwards, the transformation takes place,
transforming the network application into an instance of the IRF behavior model.

From the IRF, NetIDE users can now generate code of an NPL of their choice (Pyretic, Java-
Code with beacon, FML, etc). If the input or output language is not yet supported by NetIDE,
module developers can specify transformations from the NPL to the IRF and back again.

Once an application in the desired NPL is generated, simulation and testing takes place in a
simulation environment such as Mininet. If any bugs or performance issues are detected, application
developers are asked to fix them. Also, operators can offer multiple network topology specifications
to run tests on.

After the testing phase, operators deploy their code onto a productive environment. This envi-
ronment can still be monitored and debugged by NetIDE, hence it is possible to find and fix issues
here as well.

4.2 Roles

Here, we will elaborate on the roles that take part in the NetIDE method. The development of a
network application is done by developers fulfilling specific roles. These roles can be spread over
many different people, but can also be fulfilled by one single person.

Application Developer Develops network applications in a Network Programming Language of
their choice using the editors provided by NetIDE.

Module Developer Extends NetIDE by adding new functionality, especially transformations and
IRF modules that support new languages and concepts.

Systems Tester Uses debugging and performance evaluation features of NetIDE to thoroughly
test network applications.

Operator Sets up networking environments and deploys network applications.
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4.3 Artifacts

In this section, we explain the artifacts, i.e. the pieces of data created and exchanged in the NetIDE
method from the top to the bottom.

Source NPL Code A network application written in a given Network Programming Language
(NPL) such as Frenetic serves as a starting point to the NetIDE method. It is written by
the application developer. We use the term NPL in a broad sense, including domain-specific
languages as well as general purpose languages using a controller API.

NPL to IRF Transformation Module developers create a transformation that transforms an
input network application into an IRF instance. It consists of a series of code patterns that can
be detected in the NPL code and a specification of the IRF code representing these patterns.

IRF Behavior Model A platform-independent representation of the network application written
in an NPL. It can be generated by a transformation or written by the application developer.

IRF Data Model Network topologies, vendor information and other data about the environment
are stored here.

Target NPL Code NPL Code for a chosen target platform generated from an IRF.

IRF to NPL Transformation Module developers create a transformation that transforms an
IRF instance into NPL code for a target platform.

Test Results Bugs and performance data which are found and established during the testing
phase.

4.4 Steps

Here, we elaborate on the steps in the Methodology.

Topology Specification and Configuration Operators and systems testers set up simulation
and production environments to run network applications on. This can be done using IRF Data
Model editors or given methods such as the Mininet topology specifications written in Python.

Behavior Specification Application developers write code in an NPL in order to specify the
behavior of a network application. This code can be written using editors for the chosen language
which are integrated in NetIDE.

Transformation Development Module developers write transformations for both the transfor-
mations from an NPL to the IRF and back again. For that they can use given transformation
languages like QVTo and ATL or code generation languages like XTend.

Transformation from Source to IRF Transforms an input network application into an IRF
instance using the transformation specified by the module developer.

Transformation from IRF to Target Transforms an IRF instance into a network application
for a chosen platform (POX, Beacon, etc) using the transformation specified by the module
developer.
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Simulation and Testing While the network application is running in a simulation environment,
systems testers can use the debugging features of NetIDE in order to find potential problems.
Also, testers can measure the performance of the application. The deployment of the network
application into the testing environment is easily configurable and, after being configured once,
works with one click.

Deployment and Execution Like the deployment into a testing environment, deployment into
a production environment of the application can be configured easily and executed with one click
in the IDE.
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Figure 4.1: NetIDE method
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5 Architecture

The method described in chapter 4 gives us certain requirements for tooling. There need to be
editors to specify network topologies and controller behavior. In order to transform platform code
to IRF and back again, we need sophisticated transformations. Also, we need a visualization of
debug information.

This chapter documents our high-level architectural decisions. It provides details on the compo-
nent structure of NetIDE with respect to the Eclipse Plug-In Framework. Also, it elaborates on
the interactions between components.

5.1 Static structure

In this section, we will describe the structural viewpoint of the NetIDE architecture. Figure 5.1
shows the composite structure of NetIDE.

NetIDE is built upon the Eclipse Plug-In Framework using the Eclipse Modeling Framework
(EMF) (Green). As such, there are a number of front-end components (Grey) that are registered
to the Framework and provide the interfaces it needs:

NPL Editors This component contains the editors needed to implement network applications.
Since most of the languages base on Python, Java, OCaml or Haskell, we can reuse already
existing editors for the respective languages.

IRF Editor The IRF Editor component provides one or more editors to write and inspect IRF
instances.

NetIDE Perspective The NetIDE perspective provides a ready-to-use layout of editors and views
belonging to NetIDE in the Eclipse environment. That way, users can access their tools on one
click.

Deployment Configuration This component provides an Eclipse Run configuration in which
network operators can configure and eventually deploy their applications.

Analyzer Configuration Using the analyzer configuration, users can configure and trigger the
transformation from a NPL instance to an IRF instance.

Generator Configuration Using the generator configuration, users can configure and trigger the
transformation from an IRF instance to an NPL instance.

Also, there are a number of back-end components (white) in the static structure of the NetIDE
architecture:

IRF Language This component contains the syntactic and semantic definitions of the IRF exter-
nal DSL. Using this language, SDN applications are defined adhering to the MAPE-K architec-
ture (subsection 6.2.1). Module developers can extend the language with functions representing
common concepts in network configurations.
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IRF Knowledge Model This component contains the syntax and semantics of the knowledge
model the IRF external DSL refers to. It contains topology, vendor, runtime and more informa-
tion.

Analyzer The analyzer component provides an extensible framework to analyze NPL code and
transform it into an IRF instance. Module developers can extend the analyzer by new patterns
to be recognized.

Generator The generator component provides an extensible framework to generate NPL code out
of the IRF. Module developers can extend the generator to generate NPL code snippets from the
concepts in IRF instances.

NPLs This component stands for the syntax and semantics of the different Network Programming
Languages we are going to support. It will also provide access to parsers in order to extract syntax
trees to find patterns on.

App Engine A runtime environment enriched with debuggers, monitors, and profilers. Details on
the app engine are worked out in WP4.

5.2 Interactions

In this section, we describe the interaction between the components shown in section 5.1. For that,
we take each step of the method in chapter 4 and illustrate most of them using a sequence diagram
that shows method calls and exchanged artifacts between the components.

Behavior Specification In order to specify the behavior of a network application, developers
implement it using a Network Programming Language supported by NetIDE.

Transformation Development To develop transformations from Network Programming Languages,
to the IRF and vice versa, module developers rely on external tools. In order to specify patterns to
detect in network application code, we are considering Reclipse [15]. For the generation from IRF
to platform code, XText may be the tool of choice. However, this decision is ongoing work and not
made yet.

Topology Specification and Configuration As seen in Figure 5.2 order to specify a network
topology, users have to open the IRF Data Model editor first. When opening an editor to create a
new topology model, it first creates an empty model. Users can now edit the model, e.g. specify
new nodes and connections or provide vendor information. When done editing, users can save the
model to disk.

Transformation from Source to IRF In order to transform a source network application, users
first open the analyzer configuraton UI. Here, they are presented the options to set up the transfor-
mation. This includes specifying the paths to the source and destination paths as well as a choice
of analyzer plug-ins. In the sequence diagram in Figure 5.3, we assume that the users choose the
plug-ins ”FirewallPattern”, ”LoadBalancerPattern” and ”MacLearnerPattern”.

Once users have specified a configuration, they start the transformation with the click of a button.
After that, the analyzer starts invoking pattern detection algorithms which yield the occurrence
of patterns in the code. When all patterns are collected, the analyzer composes an IRF instance
using modules which fit to the detected patterns. There is more information on IRF modules in
chapter 6.
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IRFDataModel

     save()

save()
save()

edit()

IRFDataModel

create()
open()

:IRFDataModel:IRF Editor:User

Figure 5.2: Sequence diagram for editing data models

          composeIRF()

run()

configure(configuration)

open()

:AnalyzerConfiguration

IRFInstance

fireWallPatternOccurrence

macLearnerPatternOccurrence

loadBalancerPatternOccurrence

findPattern(NPLInstance)

findPattern(NPLInstance) :MacLearnerPattern

:LoadbalancerPattern
findPattern(NPLInstance)

:FirewallPattern

transform(NPLInstance)

:Analyzer:User

Figure 5.3: Sequence diagram for transforming a source network application into an IRF instance

Transformation from IRF to Target From the interaction perspective, the transformation from
IRF instances to target platform code is very similar to the transformation from source network
applications to IRF instances. In the configuration, aside from source and target paths, users also
have to choose the target platform (Figure 5.4).

The transformation itself runs similar to the analysis. Instead of analyzers, the generator invokes
generator plug-ins that generate code for the modules in the IRF instance. After the generation
per plug-in is done, the generator composes the code to a single network application.

Simulate and Test / Deployment and Execution In order to simulate and test or deploy a
network application, users open a deployment configuration dialog. In this dialog, they can specify
the application they want to test and choose an execution environment. This can be either an
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run()

configure(configuration)

open()

:GeneratorConfiguration:User

IRFInstance

          composeAPP()

firewallCode

macLearnerCode

loadBalancerCode

findPattern(NPLInstance, npl)

findPattern(NPLInstance, npl) :MacLearnerGenerator

:LoadbalancerGenerator
generate(NPLInstance, npl)

:FirewallGenerator

transform(IRFInstance, npl)

:Generator

Figure 5.4: Sequence diagram for transforming an IRF instance to a target network application

actual productive environment or a network simulator like Mininet as depicted in Figure 5.5.

loop

DebugInfo
DebugInfo

getDebugInfo()

DebugInfo

getDebugInfo()
getDebugInfo()

start()

start()

:Controller :Mininet

run()

run()

configure()

open()

:AppEngine:DeploymentConfiguration:User

Figure 5.5: Sequence diagram for Simulation and Test / Deployment and Execution

When the configuration is done, users can start the app engine which deploys the network
applications on the designated controllers. If the users have chosen to simulate, it starts a network
simulator (in this case Mininet) as well. After that, users can query debug information from both
the controller and the network simulator if available.
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6 NetIDE Transformer Framework and IRF

This chapter provides the details on the NetIDE transformer Framework. The realization of the
transformations are in an early developing stage. We will roughly describe them in section 6.1. The
NetIDE IRF acts as a central artifact around which the NetIDE method revolves. It is designed
to represent the concepts and capabilities of typical network applications realized with SDN. This
chapter provides a more technical view on the concepts discussed in the deliverable D2.1, section
3.3. In this chapter, we present the language concepts and the planned syntax and semantics for
the IRF behavior and data model.

6.1 Transformer Framework

The hereby proposed transformer framework (Figure 6.1) supports the specification of transforma-
tions of network applications from one platform to another. Instead of specifying transformations
from one platform to another, we take a detour over a platform-independent, intermediate model.
This way, instead of having to write S × T transformations, we only have to write S + T transfor-
mations with S being the number of supported source and T being the number of supported target
platforms. In the following, we describe each of the steps involved in transforming and composing
network applications.

Source 
Platform

App. 1

Source 
Platform
App. 2

Source 
Platform
App. 3

IRF 

Code pattern detection

Code generation

Target 
Controller

Target 
Controller

Source

Intermediate

Target Target 
Platform 1

Target 
Platform 2

Composition

Figure 6.1: Transformer Framework

Code pattern detection: Taking source platform applications as input, the code pattern detec-
tion tries to identify common SDN concepts applying pattern detection in the abstract syntax tree
of the application code. We specify and search for patterns using the Reclipse tool suite [16]. For
each pattern detected in the source platform applications, we create corresponding IRF elements
representing the respective concept. For example, the installation of rules allowing or blocking spe-
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cific packets on a switch indicates a firewall. If this is detected in the code, the pattern detection
phase generates a ”Firewall“-Element. Aside from specifying patterns ourselves, we also intend
to provide users an easy way to define their own patterns, thus extending the pattern detection
mechanism.

Composition: In the composition phase, operators can compose IRF elements to the network
application they need. The composition phase involves prioritizing and scheduling given elements.
We give details on that part in section 6.2.

Code generation: The next step, code generation, transforms an IRF instance into code ad-
hering to a selected controller platform. For example, when an operator selects POX as the target
platform, the transformer will generate python code using the POX libraries to implement the
composed IRF elements. Again, we will implement some concept/target platform combinations
ourselves but also develop an extensible framework based on Xtext and Xtend [17] with which
users can implement custom transformations.

6.2 IRF Behavior model

In this section, we present the concepts of the NetIDE IRF behavior model. First, we explain
the basic architecture, the IRF adheres to in subsection 6.2.1. Afterwards, we show how that
architecture is represented by the language in subsection 6.2.2.

6.2.1 MAPE-K

Network controllers basically receive messages from network devices, process them and install rules
on the devices as a result. Additionally, in many application scenarios such as rerouting, network
controllers have to know about the topology and state of the network.

These concepts can be expressed by the MAPE-K reference model (Figure 6.2). MAPE-K is
usually used for controlling autonomous systems which interact with their environment through
sensors and actuators. In the context of SDN, network devices themselves can be considered as
sensors which fire events to a controller. The controller installing rules to the devices is an actuator
in the MAPE-K model.

Monitor
Execute

PlanAnalysis

Knowledge

Sensors Actuators

Figure 6.2: MAPE-K Reference Architecture
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The MAPE-K model contains a loop that is triggered for each event measured by the sensors. In
this loop, an event is monitored first. For example, at an incoming packet event, the monitor would
fetch the packet and make it available to the rest of the loop. Also, it could monitor broken or
new links as well as external events like human interaction or clock triggers. An artificial monitor
which triggers at the beginning can be used as well.

In the analysis, the monitored event is interpreted. Regarding the SDN context, the analysis
can, for example, find patterns in the packet flows and detect DoS attacks or broken links.

The plan component makes a decision how to cope with incoming events and the result of the
analysis. In case of a DoS attack, for example, a viable plan could be to block an attacking machine
for a given time. In case of a broken link, a plan to reroute flows with the Floyd-Warshall algorithm
can be chosen.

In the execute part of the MAPE-K model, a chosen plan is broken down into a set of actions
an actuator can execute. For SDN controllers, this would be a list of flow table entries installed on
a network device. For blocking an attacker, this would simply mean to install an entry that drops
packages from a certain host IP. For rerouting, forwarding policies would be installed.

The knowledge model contains a knowledge base of the system. This can be the state of the
system and also possible plans to choose. For NetIDE, this would be the IRF runtime topology
model.

6.2.2 Modular MAPE-K language

The hereby presented modular MAPE-K language lets programmers develop MAPE-K adherent
event loops for controllers in a modular fashion. The IRF features a repository of independent
monitors, analyzers, planners and executions. In order to compose a network application, developers
can choose and link them together.
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Figure 6.3: MAPE-K Modules in the IRF

Figure 6.3 sketches how modules can be linked together. For example, analyzer A1 listens to the
monitor M1. The result of the analysis can trigger the planners P1 and P2. These planners are
then delivered to a Decision and Composition component which decides which planners to choose
and in which order to execute them. The decision and composition of plans is specified by network
operators. Once a composition of planners is established, it executes and updates the knowledge
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model in the process. These updates are performed via API calls to the knowledge model. In
the code generation phase, these calls are translated to their platform-specific counterparts, e.g.
flowmod installations.

We will illustrate this concept with two examples. In figure Figure 6.4, we sketch a chain of
MAPE-K modules to detect DoS attacks. A monitor (”Packet p in”) monitors incoming packets.
Each packet is analyzed by the analyzer ”Possible DoS?”. In order to analyze a long stream of
packets, the analyzer updates the stores a range of incoming packets in the data model. When
a suspected DoS is confirmed, the plan ”Block Sender” which installs drop policies to relevant
switches is offered as a possible solution. Because it is the only one, the decision mechanism
chooses this plan.
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Figure 6.4: MAPE-K Modules for detecting a DoS attack

The second example is depicted in Figure 6.5. In this example, the monitor captures a ”Link
Down” event. As a reaction to that event, an analyzer is triggered. It computes a new data model
featuring an updated network topology without the broken link and an updated set of shortest
paths without any paths that use the broken link.
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Figure 6.5: MAPE-K Modules for rerouting

With the updated data model, two possible planners come into play. One is computing new
shortest paths with the Floyd-Warshall algorithm, the other one computes non-optimal paths using
a faster approximation algorithm.
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Here, we have two possible planners between which we have to decide. If the decision process is
configured to make choices with optimal performance, it chooses the approximation algorithm. If
it is configured to optimize the results, it chooses Floyd-Warshall. Once the choice is made, the
respective algorithm is executed yielding new paths. According to these paths, the flow tables for
the according switches in the topology model are updated with new forwarding policies.

6.2.3 Syntax and Semantics

In order to specify the aforementioned modules, we propose a textual external domain-specific
language. We will use the examples from before in order to explain its syntactical concepts.

The network application we specify is in charge of both DoS prevention and rerouting. Thus,
we will specify all the modules we need and link them together accordingly. We start with two
monitors, one capturing ”link down” events, another one capturing ”packet in” events.

1 monitor packetIn (CONF: i n t switchID ,
2 IN : i n t inID , packet pIn , OUT: packet pOut) {
3 i f ( switchID == inID )
4 pOut = pIn
5 else
6 exit
7 }
8 monitor linkDown (IN : l i n k ldIn , OUT: l i n k ldOut ) {
9 ldOut = ldIn

10 }

Monitors as well as analyzers and planners are specified by a name, a signature and a body. In
case of monitors, the input parameters (”IN”) have to match the incoming events a monitor should
process. The output parameters (”OUT”) are specified for an analyzer to match. In case of the
two monitors packetIn and linkDown, the incoming events are simply passed through.

Next, we specify analysis modules. One module specifies DoS detection, the other two update a
topology model with shortest paths:

1 analysis isDoS (IN : packet pIn , OUT: ip a t ta cke r ) {
2 // heuristic algorithm in order to determine DoS attacks

3 // ...

4 i f ( ddos ) {
5 a t tacke r = pIn . s rc IP
6 } else {
7 exit
8 }
9 }

10 analysis removeLinkFromModel (IN : l i n k l I n ) {
11 runtimemodel . topology . removeLink ( l I n )
12 runtimemodel . paths . removePathsWithLink ( l I n )
13 }

The analysis module isDoS uses a heuristic algorithm in order to determine a DoS attack.
The details of that algorithm are omitted here. In order to specify such algorithms, we use a
simple scripting language. When the keyword exit is used, the analyzer stops and registered
planners are not invoked. The latter two modules access the data model. runtimemodel.topology
and runtimemodel.paths give access to the network topology and the set of shortest paths between
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hosts. The data model offers certain convenient methods for operations like removing links or
paths.

In the next code snippet, we specify planners. blockHost sets the IP from the input parameter
as blocked. In the composition, this specification will be used to install rules on switches. The
planners floydWarshall and nonOptimalAPSP compute new shortest paths.

1 planner blockHost (CONF: i n t sID , IN : ip ip In ) {
2 runtimemodel . sw i t che s [ sID ] . i n s t a l l R u l e ( s r c i p=ipIn , drop )
3 }
4 planner f loydWarsha l l ( ) {
5 V = runtimemodel . topo logy . a l l L i n k s
6 // compute new paths

7 . . .
8 runtimemodel . paths . add ( newPaths )
9 }

10 planner nonOptimalAPSP ( ) { . . . }

In the decision specification, operators can schedule and prioritize planners. In our example,
if block sender, floydWarshal, and nonOptimalAPSP are offered at the same time, the decision
process prioritizes the Floyd-Warshall algorithm if the parameter optimal is set to true. If there is
only one possible planner for an event, nothing has to be specified here. The decision process will
choose the only available planner.

1 decision ( boolean optimal ) {
2 blockSender
3
4 i f ( optimal )
5 f loydWarsha l l
6 else
7 nonOptimalAPSP
8 }

In the linking block, monitors, analysis modules and plans are linked together. The listing below
shows the linkings depicted in Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5. For DoS detection, monitor packetIn,
analysis module isDoS and plan blockHost are linked in a chain. For rerouting, the analyzer
removeLinkFromModel linked to the monitor linkDown. In case they both deliver results, the plans
floydWarshall and nonOptimalAPSP are given to the decision process to choose from.

1 l inking DoSDetection {
2 packetIn −> isDoS −> blockHost
3 }
4
5 l inking Rerouting {
6 linkDown −> removeLinkFromModel
7 −> ( f l oydWarsha l l | nonOptimalAPSP )
8 }

6.3 IRF Data Model

As discussed in section 3.3 in D2.1, we have to distinguish between different kinds of network
topologies in the life cycle of a network application: development time, deployment time, and run-
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time topology. While the deployment and runtime topology reflect the actual, existing network,
the application is supposed to run on the development time model provides topology abstractions.
With these abstractions, developers have the possibility to model their topologies on a more con-
ceptual level and develop their applications without knowing every detail of the network it will
be deployed on. An example of such an abstraction could be a clustering of certain parts of the
network to a single entity. Also, common network tree structures can be modeled and accessed in
an abstract way without specifying every node and link. Abstractions as well as concrete network
models are represented in the IRF data model format which will act as the knowledge base in the
MAPE-K structure of the IRF behavior model.
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7 Conclusions and Outlook

In this document, we have provided an overview of the architectural decisions for the realization of
the IDE and transformation part of the NetIDE project. We sketched a methodology including the
roles, artifacts and actions that are involved when using the IDE. Then, we have given an overview
of the component structure of the architecture we are going to realize. Also, we have explained
how the components interact with each other in the different process steps. Finally, we show the
concepts of the IRF behavior model and propose a concrete syntax.

With this document at hand, we can give the following outlook on the upcoming tasks and their
connections to milestones and deliverables:

• Set up an Eclipse configuration according to the static structure, create plug-ins and register
them to the framework. (D3.2 - Developer Toolkit v1)

• Flesh out the IRF language concepts and write first prototypes. (D2.2 - NetIDE Intermediate
Representation Format v1)

• Establish the IRF data model. (D2.2 - NetIDE Intermediate Representation Format v1)

• Develop a concept for transforming IRF instances to platform code. (MS32 - NetIDE IRF
Transformer APIs v1)

• Develop a concept for pattern detection in source platform code. (MS32 - NetIDE IRF Trans-
former APIs v1)
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A Use Case 1 implemented in IRF

Use Case 1 has been introduced in deliverable 5.1 and implemented in Pyretic and in regular Python
using the POX and Ryu controller platforms. In this section, we provide an implementation of the
use case using the NetIDE behavior model.

1 /**

2 * Simple packet monitor

3 **/

4
5 monitor packetIn (CONF: switch lbID IN : packet pIn , switch s Id
6 OUT: packet pOut , switch sIDOut ) {
7 // Fires if a packet arrives at specified switch

8 i f ( s Id == lbID )
9 pOut = pIn

10 sIDOut = sID
11 else
12 exit
13 }

1 /**

2 * Round-Robin load balancer

3 **/

4
5 analysis l bAna ly s i s (IN : packet pIn , switch s In
6 OUT: packet pOut , switch currID , switch sOut ) {
7 // Determines the current switch packets get forwarded to

8 i f ( runtimemodel . g l o b a l s [ "delegationID" ] == n u l l ) {
9 runtimemodel . g l o b a l s [ "delegationID" ] = 0

10
11 currID = runtimemodel . g l o b a l s [ "delegationID" ]
12 }
13
14 planner lbRoundRobin (CONF: numSwitches
15 IN : packet pIn , switch currID , switch s In ) {
16 // Determines the next switch to receive the packet

17 s = ( currID + 1) mod numSwitches
18 runtimemodel . g l o b a l s [ "delegationID" ] = s
19 runtimemodel . sw i t che s [ s In ] . i n s t a l l R u l e (∗ , ∗ , ∗ , ∗ , fwd ( s ) )
20 }
21
22 l inking RRLoadBalancer {
23 packetIn (1 ) −> l bAna ly s i s ( ) −> lbRoundRobin (2 )
24 }
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1 /**

2 * Firewall

3 **/

4
5 analysis fwAnalys i s (CONF: switch sID OUT: switch sOut ) {
6 i f ( runtimemodel . getSwitch ( sID ) == n u l l )
7 exit
8 else
9 sOut = sID

10 }
11
12 planner i n s t a l l F i r e w a l l (CONF: map blocked , map al lowed
13 IN : packet pIn , switch s In ) {
14
15 for ( entry in blocked ) {
16 runtimemodel . getSwitch ( s In )
17 . i n s t a l l R u l e ( entry . ip , entry . mac , . . . , drop )
18 }
19
20 for ( entry in al lowed ) {
21 runtimemodel . getSwitch ( s In )
22 . i n s t a l l R u l e ( entry . ip , entry . mac , . . . , mac learner ( ) )
23 }
24 }
25
26 // The init monitor is fired on application start

27 l inking F i r e w a l l {
28 i n i t ( ) −> fwAnalys i s (42)
29 −> i n s t a l l F i r e w a l l ( [ ip : 123 , mac : f2 , . . . ] , [ . . . ] )
30 }

1 /**

2 * Packet Monitor

3 **/

4
5 analysis pmAnalysis (IN : packet pIn , OUT: packet pOut) {
6 pOut = pIn
7 }
8
9 planner pmPrint (IN : packet pIn ) {

10 p r in t ( pIn )
11 }
12
13 l inking PacketMonitor {
14 packetIn (3 ) −> pmAnalysis ( ) −> pmPrint ( )
15 }

1 decision {
2 i n s t a l l F i r e w a l l
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3 lbRoundRobin
4 pmPrint
5 }
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